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SSL SmallSat Product Line

SSL offers highly flexible SmallSat platforms with the capability to serve a broad range of missions and orbits. With designs ranging from 75 kg to 500 kg, SSL brings an innovative approach to its SmallSat solutions:

- Leverages proven supply chain to benefit from economies of scale
- Adapts SSL’s proven mission assurance processes to ensure high reliability and quality
- 1-3 year ATP to ship depending on mission complexity
- Easy scale-up for complete constellations
- Readily accommodates small payloads for a variety of orbits

SSL SmallSat Applications

Remote Sensing

Earth Observation

Communications

Satellite-based Augmentation System (SBAS)

SSL SmallSats are compatible with many available launch vehicles and SSL’s experienced team can provide launch vehicle interface and integration services.

Dedicated SmallSat Facility

State of the art electronics bay, office space, and clean room

Launch Services

SSL SmallSats are compatible with many available launch vehicles and SSL’s experienced team can provide launch vehicle interface and integration services.

100+ SmallSats Launched to Date

Partnering Commercial Space Resources with SmallSat Innovations